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Background: Contemporary management of spontaneous coronary artery
dissection (SCAD) is still controversial. This systematic review of the literature
aims to explore outcomes in the patients treated with conservative
management vs. invasive strategy.
Methods: The PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses) guidelines were followed when we extensively searched three
electronic databases: PubMed, ScienceDirect, and Web of Science, for studies
that compared conservative vs. invasive revascularization treatment outcomes
for patients with SCAD from 2003 to 2023. The outcomes of interest were all-
cause death and major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE), including acute
coronary syndrome (ACS), heart failure (HF), need for additional
revascularization, target vessel revascularization (TVR), SCAD recurrence, and
stroke.
Results: The systematic review included 13 observational studies evaluating
1,801 patients with SCAD. The overall mean age was 49.12 +/− 3.41, and 88%
were females. The overall prevalence of arterial hypertension was 33.2%,
hyperlipidemia, 26.9%, smoking, 17.8%, and diabetes, 3.9%. Approximately
48.5% of the patients were diagnosed with non-ST elevated myocardial
infarction (NSTEMI), 36.8% with ST elevated myocardial infarction (STEMI),
3.41% with unstable angina, 0.56% with stable angina, and 0.11% were
diagnosed with various types of arrhythmias. The left anterior descending
artery (LAD) was the most common culprit lesion in 51% of the patients. There
were initially 65.2% of conservatively treated patients vs. 33.4% that underwent
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) or 1.28% that underwent coronary
artery bypass graft (CABG). SCAD-PCI revascularization was associated with a
variable range of PCI failure. The most common complications were
hematoma extension and iatrogenic dissection. SCAD-PCI revascularization
frequently required three or more stents and had residual areas of dissection.
The overall reported in-hospital and follow-up mortality rates were 1.2% and
1.3%, respectively. The follow-up range across studies was 7.3–75.6 months.
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The authors reported variable prevalence of MACE, recurrent SCAD up to 31%, ACS
up to 27.4%, TVR up to 30%, repeat revascularization up to 14.7%, UA up to 13.3%,
HF up to 17.4%, and stroke up to 3%.
Conclusion: Our results highlight that conservative treatment should be the
preferred method of treatment in patients with SCAD. PCI revascularization is
associated with a high prevalence of periprocedural complications. SCAD poses
a considerable risk of MACE, mainly associated with TVR, ACS, and recurrent SCAD.

KEYWORDS

spontaneous coronary artery dissection, treatment, invasive treatment, conservative

treatment, outcomes, systematic review
1 Introduction

Spontaneous coronary artery dissection (SCAD) is a rare cause

of acute coronary syndrome (ACS), typically in patients without

classical cardiovascular risk factors (1). The reported incidence of

SCAD varies greatly, depending on the methodology and studied

cohort. Previous angiographic series have reported a prevalence

of SCAD ranging from 0.10% to 0.24% (2–5). Nevertheless, the

incidence of SCAD rises particularly among women diagnosed

with ACS before the age of 50, exhibiting a reported prevalence

of up to 24% (6). Recent studies, mainly national registries, have

provided growing data on the pathophysiological features of

SCAD, which is now being more recognized as a cause of ACS,

particularly among young and middle-aged women. In addition,

risk factors for SCAD include pregnancy and peripartum periods,

multiparity (i.e., more than three births) (7, 8), fibromuscular

dysplasia, connective tissue disorders, hormonal therapy, systemic

inflammation, and strong mechanical and emotional stressors (9).

SCAD is defined as a non-traumatic and non-iatrogenic

separation of the coronary arterial walls, creating a false lumen

(10) between the intima and media or between the media and

adventitia. It can potentially arise from an intimal rupture,

disrupting the vessel wall, or bleeding in the vasa vasorum,

leading to the formation of an intramural hematoma. The false

lumen or intramural hematoma might progressively expand as a

result of the pressure, leading to increased separation between

the dissected layers. This separation can compress the true

lumen, resulting in myocardial ischemia or infarction (11). The

clinical manifestation of SCAD varies based on the severity and

extent of the coronary dissection, encompassing a spectrum from

no apparent symptoms to unstable angina, acute myocardial

infarction, ventricular arrhythmias, and even sudden cardiac

death. Given the association of SCAD with multiple diseases and

conditions, it is likely that SCAD represents a diverse and

heterogeneous entity (11).

Most SCADs are diagnosed by coronary angiograms.

Nevertheless, angiography lacks the ability to visualize the vessel

wall and exhibits restricted diagnostic accuracy. However, novel

tomographic techniques such as intravascular ultrasound (IVUS),

optical coherence tomography (OCT), or multislice computed

tomography (MSCT) provide unprecedented diagnostic insights

in specific cases (12, 13). Furthermore, MSCT has been used for

longitudinal follow-up evaluation of patients with SCAD (11).
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Nonetheless, contemporary management is still controversial

and it represents the main focus of the research. The

management and outcomes of SCAD are substantially different

from atherosclerotic ACS. In particular, the question of whether

conservative medical management or coronary revascularization

offers more benefits and improves outcomes is still unresolved,

leaving the matter open to further discussion and research

(9, 14). There are no randomized clinical trials that address this

research question. Still, the European Society of Cardiology

position paper (1) and the American Heart Association Scientific

Statement (15) on SCAD favor a conservative strategy when

revascularization is not mandatory for hemodynamic instability

or ongoing ischemia. This is mostly because of the suboptimal

percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) success and the high

risk of peri- and postprocedural complications in the setting of

SCAD noted in observational studies (1).

The aim of our systematic review of the literature is to explore

outcomes in the patients treated with conservative management vs.

invasive strategy.
2 Methods

Our systematic review aimed to investigate and compare

outcomes of the studies reporting treatment in SCAD patients.

Since SCAD is a rare disease and there is a lack of randomized

clinical trials comparing treatments, the rationale behind this is

the necessity to identify potential treatment recommendations.
2.1 Literature search strategy

The PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews

and Meta-Analyses) guideline was adhered to when conducting the

systematic review to provide a thorough and transparent report

(16). Three electronic databases, PubMed, ScienceDirect, and Web

of Science, were searched extensively from 1 January 2003 to 9

May 2023,with the following keywords: “spontaneous coronary

artery dissection,” “SCAD,” “coronary artery dissection,” AND

“treatment,” “invasive treatment,” “medical treatment,”

“conservative therapy,” and “clinical outcomes.” To find other

qualified studies that did not turn up in the original search, the

lists of references in the eligible articles were also examined. The
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screening was carried out after the exclusion of duplicate articles.

Initially, studies were excluded from the evaluation based on the

title and abstract. Studies that were retained for the next phase

were then screened and included if they reported any outcomes of

invasive or conservative treatment of SCAD. Only articles with an

available full-text version were included. Two independent

investigators (SM, AM) reviewed all titles and abstracts and

selected the potentially eligible ones. Any disagreements between

the investigators were resolved by consensus.
2.2 Study eligibility

Studies published in the preceding 20 years were considered

(with the study period defined as from 1 January 2003 to 9 May

2023). Different types of publications, including books, book

reviews, editorials, comments, letters, opinion pieces, reviews,

meta-analyses, abstracts from scientific conferences, and case

reports were not taken into consideration. For each eligible study,

full texts, supplementary materials, and online appendices were

examined for inclusion/exclusion criteria.

The inclusion criteria were: original articles published in English,

observational or randomized controlled trials, articles that contain or

compare two techniques for SCAD treatment (conservative vs.

invasive revascularization), and studies that reported outcomes.

The outcomes of interest were all-cause death; cardiovascular

death; and major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE): acute

coronary syndrome (ACS), heart failure (HF), need for additional

revascularization, target vessel revascularization (TVR), SCAD

recurrence, and stroke. We excluded the following: studies

contrasting the two approaches that did not provide clinical

results; studies that, despite evaluation of the clinical outcomes, did

not report in detail the type of treatment strategy; and studies that

were considered very low quality or had inadequate methodology.

The original study protocol was registered on the PROSPERO

platform with ID CRD42023444058.
2.3 Data extraction

The key information about the articles included in this review is

presented in tabular form (Microsoft Word 2016, Microsoft,

Washington, DC, USA), while the analysis of the included

literature was performed descriptively. Certain specificities of some

studies that go beyond the tabular explanation are described in

narrative detail in the Results section. Data regarding study design,

sample size, clinical presentation, coronary angiography findings,

length of follow-up, and outcomes of interest were extracted from

the selected studies. The screening processes have been

summarized via the PRISMA flowchart (Figure 1).
2.4 Risk of bias assessment

Two independent researchers assessed the risk of bias using the

Downs and Black checklist (17). After evaluation, the studies were
Frontiers in Cardiovascular Medicine 03
classified as “high quality” (scoring 23–32), “moderate quality”

(score 19–22), “lower quality” (score 16–18), or “poor quality”

(score lower than 15) (18). Furthermore, an average of all ratings

was generated to estimate the overall quality of the included

research. The study design and the Downs and Black scores were

used to determine the quality of evidence. Overall, 15.4% of the

studies were of poor quality, 53.8% were of low quality, and

30.8% were of moderate quality (Figure 2).
2.5 Statistical analysis

Continuous variables are expressed as means ± standard

deviations or median (with interquartile range) values, and

categorical variables are described as numbers and percentages.

To establish inter-rater reliability between two researchers who

completed the bias checklist, the interclass correlation statistical

approach (SPSS, IBM, New York, USA, v.20) was employed.
3 Results

There were 134,553 records identified from databases in the

literature search. After removing ineligible records, 72 titles and

abstracts were screened, 50 records were removed after abstract

reading, and 22 publications were thoroughly assessed according

to eligibility exclusion and inclusion criteria. Finally, 13 studies

were included in the analysis. All of the studies were

observational, with the majority being retrospective and only a

few collecting prospective data. There were no randomized

clinical studies. The authors reported single-center data in 10

studies, and 3 studies (19–21) were multicentric. Across all

studies, sample sizes had a median (range) of 64 (10–436), and 5

trials (38.5%) had a sample size greater than 100.
3.1 Presentation and clinical characteristics

The systematic review included 1,801 individuals, and the

baseline characteristics are reported in Table 1. Sufficient overall

data were available in 13 studies. The overall median age was

49.12 ± 3.41, with 88% being females. Overall prevalence of

arterial hypertension was 33.2%, hyperlipidemia, 26.9%, smoking,

17.8%, and diabetes, 3.9%. Out of the total cases, 48.5% were

diagnosed with non-ST elevated myocardial infarction

(NSTEMI), 36.8% had ST elevated myocardial infarction

(STEMI), 3.41% experienced unstable angina (UA), 0.56% had

stable angina (SA), and 0.11% were diagnosed with various types

of arrhythmias. The left anterior descending artery (LAD) was

the most common culprit lesion in 51%, followed by the right

coronary artery (RCA) in 24.3%, left circumflex coronary artery

(LCX) in 28.1%, and left main coronary artery (LM) in 2.85%.

The majority of patients had one vessel disease, but the authors

also report multivessel disease in prevalence in up to 13% of the

patients (21).
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FIGURE 1

Flowchart PRISMA for management and outcomes of spontaneous coronary artery dissection: a systematic review of the literature.

FIGURE 2

Figure one bias assessment for included studies in the systematic
review: management and outcomes of spontaneous coronary
artery dissection.
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There were initially 65.2% of conservatively treated patients vs.

33.4% that underwent PCI or 1.28% that underwent coronary

artery bypass graft (CABG). The overall rate of PCI conversion

into CABG was 3.42%.
3.1 Differences between PCI vs.
conservative treatment studies

The prevalence of the initial approach varies between studies.

Some studies had a similar number of patients treated

conservatively vs. revascularization and some favored

conservative management. Vanzetto et al. (3) included 23

patients, with conservative treatment in 43% and

revascularization in 57%, [CABG in 9% and percutaneous

transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) in 48%].

Revascularization procedures were mainly performed in patients

with dissection involving theLM and the proximal or mid-LAD,

while medical therapy was the preferred strategy in other
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 1 Basic SCAD patients characteristics.

Author and year n F (%) Age Clinical presentation upon admission
(%)

SCAD location (%) Initial treatment
(%)

STEMI NSTEMI UA SA Arrhythmia LM LAD LCX RCA CON CABG PCI
Vanzzeto et al. (3) 23 74 46 ± 9 30.4 60.9 0 0 8.7 13 52 22 13 43 9 48

Tweet et al. (22) 189 91.5 44 ± 9 37 0 0 0 4 61 25 25 48.7 3.17 46.03

Ma et al. (23) 81 67.9 56.8 23.5 13.6 58 4.9 0 2.5 31.2 9.9 55.6 44.4 6.2 49.4

De Barros Manhaes et al. (25) 25 56 48.8 ± 10 40 40 12 8 0 7.4 48 18.6 25.9 56 4 40

Alfonso et al. (13) 45 58 53 ± 11 40 36 0 9 0 2 53 16 29 80 2.2 17.8

Kotecha et al. (19) 436 93.1 48.5 44.9 47 0 0 0 4.1 61.2 30 20 50.7 0 49.3

Lettieri et al. (27) 134 81 52 ± 11 49.2 40.3 3 0 0 2.8 36.1 14.6 27.1 58.2 3.7 38

McGrath-Cadell et al. (21) 40 95 45 ± 10 30 65 0 0 0 2.5 68 25 18 67.5 5 30

Rogowski et al. (28) 64 94 53 ± 11.2 30 69 0 0 0 4.7 45 45 10 87.5 1.6 10.9

Tokura et al. (24) 10 90 46 ± 17 90 10 0 0 0 40 10 50 10 0 90

Bastante et al. (8) 33 97 56 ± 12 27 73 0 0 0 0 51 24 24 82 0 18

Hassan et al. (29) 403 91.3 48.9 ± 10.1
53.1 ± 9.6

25.6 74.4 0 0 0 1 49.1 32.5 26.1 81.4 0 18.6

Garcia-Guimaraes et al. (20) 318 88 53 ± 13 39 53 2 0 0 2 44 33 21 78 0 22

CABG, coronary artery bypass graft; CON, conservative treatment; F, females; LAD, left anterior descending artery; LM, left main coronary artery; LCX, left circumflex

coronary artery; NSTEMI, non-ST elevated myocardial infarction; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; RCA, right coronary artery; SA, stable angina; STEMI, ST

elevated myocardial infarction; UA, unstable angina.

Petrović et al. 10.3389/fcvm.2024.1276521
locations. Tweet et al. (22) reported that those treated with initial

revascularization more frequently presented with STEMI

compared with those managed conservatively (51% vs. 23%;

p = 0.0002) with higher rates of vessel occlusion (48% vs. 19%;

p < 0.0001), larger vessel diameter (2.8 vs. 2.6 mm; p = 0.011),

and higher mean lesion stenosis (90% vs. 75%; p < 0.0001).

CABG was performed after PCI failure. Ma et al. (23) divided

SCAD patients into high or low risk based on the lesion location

and intramural hematoma. LM or proximal coronary artery

segment involvement was categorized as high risk. PCI

revascularization was the treatment strategy in 49.4%, and in

6.2% CABG was performed compared with the 44.4% managed

conservatively. More patients in the high-risk group received PCI

(68.4% vs. 32.5%, p < 0.01), while most patients in the low-risk

SCAD group received conservative management (62.8% vs.

23.7%, p < 0.01). Kotecha et al. (19) compared the PCI vs. the

conservative treatment cohort. PCI-treated SCAD patients had a

higher prevalence of proximal, midvessel, and multisegment

coronary artery lesions. Tokura et al. (24) included 10 patients.

Thrombus aspiration alone was performed in three patients and

it was suggested as one of the possible strategies in selected

patients with SCAD, four patients were treated with stenting, two

with balloons, and one conservatively.

The subsequent studies preferred initial conservative treatment.

The study by de Barros Manhaes et al. (25) included 25 patients

predominantly treated medically in 56% of the cases vs. the 40%

PCI treated. Only the patient with multivessel dissection was

treated with CABG. Alfonso et al. (26) divided SCAD patients

into isolated SCAD (60%) and atherosclerosis-associated SCAD

(40%). At diagnosis, the initial therapeutic strategy was always

conservative medical management. Overall, nine patients (20%)

required revascularization for ongoing ischemia at the time of

diagnosis, seven were treated with stents, one, with balloon

angioplasty, and one with LM SCAD required CABG. The study

by Lettieri et al. (27) included 134 patients of which 58% were
Frontiers in Cardiovascular Medicine 05
initially treated conservatively, and 42% underwent coronary

revascularization as first-choice therapy. Two patients who were

initially treated conservatively underwent subsequent

revascularization because of clinical destabilization and

angiographic progression of the dissection. CABG was performed

for multivessel dissection or left main coronary artery

involvement. McGrath-Cadell et al. (21) included 40 patients, of

which 68% were managed medically, 30% had PCI, and 5% had

CABG (rescue CABG following a ventricular fibrillation cardiac

arrest, immediate two-vessel CABG when presenting with LAD

and right coronary artery SCADs). Rogowski et al. (28) followed

initial conservative strategy in 87.5% (PCI was performed in

9.4% because of impaired flow and ongoing chest pain, and after

resuscitation. One urgent CABG was done for LAD and first

diagonal branch occlusion). Bastante et al. (8) included 33

patients and initial conservative treatment was the first option in

most cases (82%). Only six patients were treated with PCI as the

initial strategy, four of them because of progressive flow

worsening with contrast injections. The PCI conventional success

was reported in 50% of the cases, and the PCI-SCAD success in

67% of the cases. One iatrogenic dissection was reported in the LM.

Hassan et al. (29) included 403 patients, 18.6% underwent PCI

of the SCAD-affected artery, and 81.4% were treated conservatively

during their initial SCAD hospitalization. Of the 75 SCAD patients

who underwent PCI, 60 had PCI as their first-treatment strategy

(80.0%), 11 had PCI after failed initial medical treatment

(14.6%), and 4 had PCI after thrombolysis (5.3%). PCI was

deemed successful in 34.7% (26/75), partially successful in 37.3%

(28/75), and unsuccessful in 28.0% (21/75). The indications for

PCI were ongoing ischemia, ongoing symptoms, ventricular

tachycardia (VT) or ventricular fibrillation (VF), hemodynamic

instability, LM dissection, large artery >33 mm, proximal

segments, severe stenosis (90%–100%), TIMI 0 or 1 flow,

Multivessel SCAD, catheter-induced dissection, and others.

Garcia-Guimares et al. (20) included 318 patients. Most patients
frontiersin.org
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were initially managed conservatively (78%). Independent

predictors of adverse events were initial management with

percutaneous coronary intervention (OR, 5.97; 95% CI 1.78–20,

p = 0.004) and angiographic presentation as intramural

hematoma (OR, 4.96; 95% CI 1.19–21; p = 0.028).
3.2 Medical therapy

Generally, in-hospital medical therapy did not differ from

standard pharmacological treatment for patients with ACS. The

studies that reported details about medications are narratively

described. Alfonso et al. (26) reported that at discharge patients

received standard of care dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) for

up to 12 months, oral anticoagulants, beta-blockers, calcium-

channel blockers, and angiotensin system antagonists. In a study

by Garcıa-Guimaraes et al. (20), at discharge 92% of patients

were on low-dose aspirin and more than half (59%) were on

DAPT, although relatively few were on potent antiplatelet agents

(ticagrelor, 19% and prasugrel, 3%). Additional treatments at the

time of discharge included beta-blockers (79%), statins (79%),

and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin II

receptor blockers (ACEi/ARB) (51%). Other authors (25) also

reported that the pharmacological therapy was based on the

combination of antithrombotic and anti-ischemic drugs. Lettieri

et al. (27) reported 94% of PCI patients and 82% of medically

treated patients received DAPT. Ticlopidine, clopidogrel, and a

new P2Y12 receptor inhibitor were used in 6%, 87%, and 7% of

the patients, respectively, whereas 6% received oral

anticoagulants. DAPT was continued for 11.9 ± 7.1 months. A

group of multicenter Australian authors in their multicentric

study reported (21) that among medically managed patients, 78%

were prescribed a beta-blocker, 89%, aspirin, 74%, an additional

antiplatelet agent, 59%, an ACEi/ARB, 41%, a statin, and 7%, a

calcium channel blocker. Rogowski et al. (28) reported that

aspirin was prescribed in 97%, DAPT in 92%, oral anticoagulants

in 6%, statin in 89%, beta-blockers in 86%, ACEi/ARB in 36%,

and calcium channel blockers in 19% of the cases. Bastante et al.

(8) reported prescribed ASA in 94%, clopidogrel in 27%,

ticagrelor in 15%, DAPT in 42%, anticoagulation in 6%, beta-

blockers in 85%, ACEi/ARB in 64%, statins in 76%, nitrates in

9%, and Ca-channel blockers in 9%.
3.3 Characteristics of SCAD
revascularization

In the cohorts that were treated by PCI, variable incidences of

complications were reported. Alfonso et al. (26) reported PCI-

associated complications in 25% of the patients in the PCI group

vs. the 2.7% of the conservative group. The catheter-induced,

remote iatrogenic dissection of the vessel initially treated with

stents underwent a second intervention with additional stent

implantation in segments showing severe residual dissections.

Venzeto et al. (3) reported PTCA failure in 27.2% of the patients

with immediate or delayed (<48 h) extension of the dissection
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requiring emergency CABG. Tweet et al. (22) reported PCI

failure occurrence in 53% overall, while when SCAD specific

criteria (flow-based) were used, the failure rate was 30%. The

reasons for technical failure in the PCI group with preserved

vessel flow (23/46) were failure to cross the vessel with a wire or

device because of wire entry into a false lumen (7/23), and final

loss of flow after stent placement with residual stenosis >30%.

Hassan et al. (29) reported PCI as successful in 34.7%, partially

successful in 37.3%, and unsuccessful in 28%. The majority of

the PCI-treated patients (73.3%) had stent implantation (5/55

were unsuccessful), angioplasty alone was performed in 16% (8/

12 cases were unsuccessful), wiring alone was attempted in 10.7%

(8/8 were unsuccessful), and cutting balloon was used in only

one case. The mean number of stents implanted was 2.6 ± 1.8,

and more than three stents were used in 15% of the cases. Of all

PCI cases, propagation of SCAD occurred in 44%, and residual

dissection was observed in 58.7%. Final TIMI 3 flow was

observed in 72%, and improved TIMI flow with PCI occurred in

62.7%. Four patients required emergency bailout CABG (5.3%).

In the study by Kotecha et al. (19) with the highest cohort of

PCI patients (215), 72.6% of the patients underwent stenting,

mostly with drug-eluting stents, 20.9% had balloon angioplasty,

5%, with cutting balloons, and 6.5% underwent wiring only. The

mean number of stents deployed was 2.3 (range 1–8) per stented

case, 10.6% of all SCAD-PCI cases required four or more stents.

The median total length of deployed stents was 46 mm, with

29.8% of all SCAD-PCI cases requiring ≥50 mm stents, and

64.1% of the stented cases were left with residual unstented areas

of dissection. PCI complications occurred in 38.6% of SCAD-PCI

patients with the most common being hematoma extension in

27% and iatrogenic dissection in 8.4%. The total number of

implanted stents emerged as a positive predictor for the risk of

complications (OR = 1.90; 95% CI 1.26–2.85), and the maximum

stent diameter remained associated with risk of serious

complications in SCAD-PCI patients (OR = 2.62; 95% CI 1.28–

5.39). Lettieri et al. (27) reported procedural success of PCI in

72.5% of the patients. Initial PCI was unsuccessful in 5.9%. In

the study that included 318 patients, Garcıa-Guimaraes M et al.

(20) found that the most common PCI procedures were drug-

eluting stent implantation (58%), simple balloon angioplasty

(15%), and bioresorbable device implantation (13%). The PCI

success rate was 57% according to the conventional definition

and 81% according to the SCAD-specific definition. Similar PCI

conventional success (50%) was reported by Bastante et al. (8),

and PCI-SCAD success was observed in 67% of the cases.

Tokura et al. (24) reported PCI protocol on 10 patients, where

first aspiration thrombectomy was tried, then if sufficient blood

flow was not obtained, subsequently balloon angioplasty

followed, and bare metal stents were placed as the final step.
3.4 Outcomes

Short- and long-term outcomes are reported in detail in

Table 2. In-hospital MACE prevalence was low. Overall reported

in-hospital mortality was also low (1.2%). In-hospital mortality
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TABLE 2 Outcomes and follow-up of included SCAD studies patients.

Author
and year

In-
hospital
death (%)

In-hospital
MACE (%)

Median
FU time

FU
mortality

(%)

FU MACE (%) Cross-over
during

hospitalization

Major outcomes

Vanzzeto
et al. (3)

8.7 NR 15.6 months Overall 4.5 HF: 17.4 3 PCI → CABG 1-year event-free survival was 74%

Tweet et al.
(22)

0.5 REV NR 2.3 years Overall: 2
1 REV vs.
4 CON

Recurrent SCAD:
23 REV vs. 31 CON
TVR: 30 REV vs. 19

CON
HF: 12 REV vs. 16

CON

13 PCI → CABG
9 CON → CABG /

PCI

PCI for SCAD is associated with
significant rates of complications and
urgent CABG. CABG offers excellent
early outcomes for certain patients.
The risk of long-term TVR or
recurrent SCAD is not decreased by
revascularization

Ma et al. (23) 0 NR 1 year 1.2 PCI Overall: 12.3
UA: 5 REV (PCI) vs.

8.3 CON
HF: 5.6% CON

NR Rates of vessel healing are
comparable in CON (low-risk SCAD)
vs. REV (high-risk SCAD) group

De Barros
Manhaes
et al. (25)

0 Overall: 8
Stroke: 4
AMI: 4

75.6 ± 43.1
months

Overall 5.3 5.3 ACS 0 In-hospital MACE-free event was
92%, one patient in the CON group
had stroke and one in the PCI group
had recurrent AMI. In long FU,
84.2% event-free rate was reported

Alfonso et al.
(26)

2.2 0 730 days 0 Overall: 6.6 (all in PCI)
HF: 2.2
TVR: 4.4

7 CON → PCI
1 → CABG

At 3 years, 94% and 88% of patients
in the I-SCAD and A-SCAD groups,
respectively, were free of adverse
events

Kotecha et al.
(19)

0 NR 900 days Overall: 0.9
(1.4 PCI vs.
0.5 CON)

Overall: 12.1
REV: PCI 14.4 vs. 9.5

CON
ACS: 9.3 PCI vs. 7.7

CON
TVR: 4.7 PCI vs. 1.4

CON
Stroke: 1.5 PCI vs. 0.7

CON
Re-SCAD: 6.1 PCI vs.

6.8 CON

2 PCI → CABG
2 CON → CABG

There was no difference in MACE
events between SCAD-PCI
and SCAD-non-PCI patients.
Although more extensive stenting
may be required, with an elevated risk
of procedural complications,
improved coronary flow and good
medium-term
outcomes can be achieved with PCI

Lettieri et al.
(27)

Overall: 2.2
(1.3 CON vs.
3.6 REV)

AMI 5.2 (2.6 CON
vs. 8.9 PCI)

22 months Overall: 3.1
(2.7 CON vs.
3.8 REV)

Stent thrombosis: 2.4
REV

ACS: 1.3 CON vs. 1.9
REV

HF: 4 CON vs. 3.8 REV
Repeated re-

vascularization:
1.3 CON vs. 9.4 REV

2 CON → PCI
3 PCI → CABG
5 re-PCI→CABG

The prognosis in the short and long
term in the CON and REV group is
generally good, PCI procedure
success was less than anticipated and
case-specific treatment is manageable
and safe

McGrath-
Cadell et al.
(21)

0 NR 16 months 0 ACS: 10 (7.5 recurrent
SCAD in CON; 2.5
stent thrombosis in

PCI)
Coronary artery
aneurysm: 5

3 PCI → CABG 13% of patients had multiple
coronary areas involved. The major
associated vascular condition is FMD

Rogowski
et al. (28)

1.6 (PCI) NR 4.5 years 0 ACS: 3.2 (CON)
Persistent dissection:1.1

(CON)

3 CON → PCI The long-term results are favorable
with conservative treatment

Tokura et al.
(24)

0 NR 7.3 months 0 Recurrent SCAD: 10 0 Regardless of the initial treatment,
hospital mortality is low, but PCI is
linked to a high prevalence of
complications

Bastante et al.
(8)

0 15 (CON) 33 months Overall 6.1 Overall: 18
In stent restenosis 3

(PCI)
Recurrent SCAD: 12

Chest pain: 9.1
ACS: 9
HF: 3

Stroke: 3

NR Favorable outcomes were observed in
CON vs. PCI.
In CON, utilizing a low-intensity
antithrombotic strategy using only
ASA, and for a limited duration,
appears to yield favorable outcomes

Hassan et al.
(29)

0.3 Overall: 29.3 PCI
vs. 2.8 CON

3.7 years 1.2 non-PCI Overall: 58.7 (PCI) vs.
22.6 CON

11 CON → PCI In comparison with conservative
therapy, PCI was linked to worse

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 Continued

Author
and year

In-
hospital
death (%)

In-hospital
MACE (%)

Median
FU time

FU
mortality

(%)

FU MACE (%) Cross-over
during

hospitalization

Major outcomes

AMI: 20 PCI vs. 1.2
CON
Re-

revascularization:
18.7 PCI vs. 0.9

CON
CVA: 4 PCI vs. 0.6

CON

Post-discharge MACE:
24 PCI vs.19.8 CON
UA: 13.3 PCI vs. 5.8

CON
Recurrent AMI: 17 PCI

vs. 18 CON
Recurrent de novo

SCAD: 6.7 PCI vs. 12.2
CON
Repeat

revascularization:
14.7 PCI vs. 3 CON
CVA: 1.3 PCI vs. 1.2

CON

procedural success, increased hospital
complications from recurrent MI,
repeat revascularization, and stroke,
as well as long-term risk from repeat
revascularization

Garcia-
Guimaraes
et al. (20)

Overall 1.3 Reinfarction: 3
Unplanned

revascularization: 4
Stroke: 1
HF: 1

NR NR TVR: 1.3 8 CON → PCI Most patients were initially treated
with a conservative approach and
survival rates from admission to
discharge were excellent. Outcomes
of PCI as first-line therapy were
suboptimal

CON, conservative treatment group; REV, revascularization group; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; TVR, target vessel revascularization; CABG, coronary artery

bypass grafting; A-SCAD, SCAD associated with coronary artery disease; I-SCAD, “Isolated” SCAD; MACE, major adverse cardiovascular event; AMI, acute myocardial

infarction; ACS, acute coronary syndrome; FMD, fibromuscular dysplasia; IMH, intramural hematoma; HF, heart failure; CVA, cerebrovascular accident; ASA,

acetylsalicylic acid; LM, left main coronary artery; LAD, left anterior descending artery; NR, not reported.

Petrović et al. 10.3389/fcvm.2024.1276521
was reported in both groups in 12 studies, in total eight deaths in

the conservative treatment group and seven in the revascularization

group; the others did not classify mortality based on the treatment

group. The follow-up (FU) range across studies was 7.3–75.6

months. Median mortality rate in FU was 1.3% (2.7%

conservative vs. 2.5% revascularization group). Event-free follow-

up MACE was high from 74% to 94%. The authors reported

variable prevalence of follow-up MACE, recurrent SCAD up to

31%, ACS up to 27.4%, TVR up to 30%, repeated

revascularization up to 14.7%, UA up to 13.3%, HF up to 17.4%,

and stroke up to 3%. It is possible to explain the variation in the

occurrence of MACE in different studies based on the number of

patients included and the initial treatment approach. The

observational nature of some studies could lead to selection bias

and result in varying frequencies of MACE. Nevertheless, studies

that included the highest number of patients treated with PCI

overall showed a higher prevalence of MACE. In addition, in

studies with the highest number of included patients (20, 29),

PCI was deemed as suboptimal. The general conclusion in the

majority of included studies is that conservative treatment should

be the preferred method of treatment. In studies that did report

follow-up angiographies, a high prevalence of vessel healing in

bout groups was observed (23).
4 Discussion

Our systematic review of the literature tried to explore

outcomes in patients diagnosed with SCAD treated with either

conservative management or invasive strategy. Generally, authors

reported that revascularization with PCI is associated with a
Frontiers in Cardiovascular Medicine 08
higher prevalence of complications. Overall short- and long-term

mortality is low and irrelevant to treatment strategy.

Furthermore, event-free rate for follow-up is high. The most

often reported MACE in FU was TVR, recurrent SCAD, and

ACS. CABG offers excellent results in particular cases.
4.1 SCAD population characteristics

In our systematic report overall, median age was 49.12 +/−
3.41, with 88% being females. Our results are complementary

with other systematic reviews and meta-analyses (9, 14, 30) that

reported that SCAD primarily affects young- to middle-aged

women. Although there are limited data available on SCAD due

to its rarity, studies have consistently shown that women,

particularly those between the ages of 30 and 50 years, represent

the majority of the cases. However, it is important to note that

SCAD can affect people of any age and gender. The age range of

reported SCAD cases extends from 18 to 84 years, highlighting

the variability in its occurrence. The reasons behind the higher

prevalence of SCAD in young- to middle-aged women are still

not fully understood. Some potential contributing factors include

hormonal changes, such as those occurring during pregnancy or

in the postpartum period, as well as underlying connective tissue

disorders. Emotional stress and extreme physical exertion have

also been implicated as potential triggers for SCAD in some

cases. We observed a low prevalence of traditional atherosclerotic

risk factors in studies included in our review. Our results were

very similar to Clare et al. who compared a cohort of 208 SCAD

patients with other patients presenting with ACS and found

much lower prevalence of atherosclerotic risk factors, as follows:
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hypertension (30.8% vs. 64.8%), hyperlipidemia (27.9% vs. 62.2%),

obesity (18.7% vs. 21.1%), diabetes mellitus (8.2% vs. 35.6%), and

chronic kidney disease (4.3% vs. 24.3%). It is known that SCAD

patients have fewer traditional risk factors (22). Nonetheless,

contrary to the prior understanding, many patients do pose risk

factors for ischemic heart disease, such as hypertension, smoking,

and dyslipidemia, though there is no firm evidence that these

contribute directly to the increased risk of SCAD (1).

In patients presenting with ACS, SCAD is generally rare,

approximately noted to occur in 3%–4% (13). Among women

presenting with ACS, the prevalence was reported to be higher, at

8.7% in those under 50 years old (3). Some authors reported a

much higher prevalence of 24% (10) and 35% (31) in women <50

years after reviewing angiographies, thus highlighting that

diagnosis can be often missed. The clinical presentation of patients

with SCAD can vary widely. In our systematic review, the majority

of patients, 84%, presented with ACS, with a higher prevalence of

NSTEMI, compared with STEMI. In two previous studies, it was

found that a greater proportion of patients with SCAD presented

with STEMI ranging from 80% to 84%, in contrast to NSTEMI,

which accounted for only 8%–16% of cases, while 4% of patients

presented with UA (32, 33). The reason could be a lower

prevalence of angiographies in NSTEMI in the previous reports. In

various series, the reported prevalence of SCAD cases presenting

with STEMI range from 26% to 87%, in addition, 13%–69% of

SCAD patients present with NSTEMI (10, 27, 28, 31). Chest pain

is usually the most commonly reported symptom (24) in 95% of

the cases (15), though there are reported cases of shock (3) and

sudden cardiac death (24). Nearly half of the patients with SCAD

commonly had the LAD identified as the most frequent culprit

lesion in our report. Similar observations have been reported in

other study groups as well (34, 35).
4.2 SCAD prognosis and treatment

In recent years, there has been a notable rise in the diagnosis of

SCAD owing to the increased awareness among cardiologists and

the advancements in intracoronary imaging techniques.

Nevertheless, optimal SCAD treatment is still debated because of

the lack of large-series registries and randomized trials. The

mechanism of vessel obstruction, the acute response of the blood

vessel to balloon dilation, and the natural progression of

conservatively managed lesions exhibit notable differences

between SCAD and atherosclerotic ACS. In SCAD, vessel

obstruction occurs as a result of a tear or separation within the

layers of the coronary artery wall, forming a false lumen. This

mechanism differs from the gradual buildup of plaque seen in

atherosclerosis, which is the primary cause of vessel obstruction

in ACS of an atherosclerotic origin. When it comes to the acute

response of the blood vessel during balloon dilation, SCAD and

atherosclerotic ACS again display dissimilarities. The

characteristics of the affected vessel, such as its fragility and

susceptibility to further dissection, influence the response to

balloon dilation in SCAD cases. On the other hand, in

atherosclerotic ACS, balloon dilation is typically employed to
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address the plaque and restore blood flow through the narrowed

artery. Furthermore, the natural history of conservatively

managed lesions also varies between SCAD and atherosclerotic

ACS. SCAD lesions may exhibit a propensity for spontaneous

healing and resolution over time in 70%–97% (22, 28, 36) of the

selectively restudied patients after a conservatively managed

index episode, whereas atherosclerotic lesions often require long-

term medical management to prevent disease progression and

subsequent complications. Angiographic healing is usually

observed within a month (15).

The summarized data in our study suggest that conservative

treatment should be absolutely preferred for patients with SCAD.

In addition to this, the existing evidence strongly supports (7, 15)

the adoption of a conservative approach in the majority of cases,

reserving PCI with stent implantation only for unstable patients

with compromised distal flow and evident ongoing ischemia. In

conservatively treated patients, adverse events are usually seen in

the first 7 days, hence intensive monitoring is recommended

during this time. There is substantial evidence that the majority

of SCAD cases tend to stabilize and eventually heal entirely over

time when managed conservatively (1).

Thrombolysis is not recommended for the immediate

treatment of SCAD, anticoagulants are also not recommended in

routine use (1). The use and duration of antiplatelet therapies for

SCAD patients are subjects of debate and vary among reported

studies. As there are no randomized trials that investigate the

risks and benefits of particular pharmacological treatments,

recommendations are based on observational studies and

available data. For patients who undergo stenting, current ACS

guidelines suggest dual antiplatelet therapy for 12 months,

followed by prolonged or lifelong monotherapy (usually with

low-dose aspirin). Many experts support the use of acute DAPT

during the initial phase, typically involving aspirin and

clopidogrel rather than newer P2Y12 inhibitors while avoiding

intravenous antiplatelet therapies (15). While DAPT has been

widely used in SCAD, there is some registry evidence that DAPT

in conservatively treated patients is associated with a significantly

higher incidence of MACE when compared with single

antiplatelet therapy. DAPT has been prescribed for 12 months in

almost all cases (37).

Currently, a prescription of beta-blocker in SCAD is considered

for left ventricular dysfunction, arrhythmias, or other indications in

SCAD patients (15). Nonetheless, Saw et al. (6) reported that beta-

blockers appeared to be protective in long-term cardiovascular

events. As there are no randomized controlled trials to support

the evidence of different treatment regimes in SCAD, the newly

released Scientific Statement of the American Heart Association

strongly endorsed the need for multidisciplinary and

international trials for SCAD treatment. Alfonso et al. (38)

published a protocol of randomized trial that will assess the

efficacy and safety of different antiplatelet and beta-blocker

regimes for SCAD patients. It is expected that the study will be

finished in September 2024. Statins are not routinely advised for

SCAD patients. There was conflicting evidence of statin safety

and efficiency in SCAD (38). Decisions on other pharmacological

regime prescriptions like AC inhibitors should be guideline based
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and individualized (1). Overall, the management of SCAD patients

involves complex decisions and may vary based on individual

circumstances and guidelines.
4.3 Outcomes

Our study reports low in-hospital and long-term mortality, of

1.2% and 1.3% retrospectively, on 1,801 SCAD patients.

Bocchino et al. reported all-cause deaths in 2.9% of patients in

the medical treatment group and 4.8% of patients in the

revascularization group during a mean follow-up of 28 ± 14

months, without significant differences pooled from 24 studies.

In addition to these, meta-analysis reported mortality rates

without statistical difference between the two treatment

approaches (14). SCAD-associated ACS is linked to a more

favorable prognosis compared with atherosclerotic coronary

artery disease (35). Nevertheless, we reported that SCAD poses a

significant risk of MACE, mainly associated with TVR, ACS, and

recurrent SCAD. Similar results are also reported by Martins

et al. (14), where a significantly higher risk of TVR was found in

the PCI-treated group. Recurrence of SCAD is also widely

observed (9).
5 Conclusion

The aggregated information within our study indicates that

SCAD is more prevalent among females with a low occurrence of

traditional atherosclerotic risk factors. This systematic search

review provided summarized data from similar studies that

compared treatment strategies and outcomes. Our findings

suggest that conservative treatment should be absolutely

preferred in patients with SCAD, as PCI revascularization is

linked to a higher prevalence of periprocedural complications.

Revascularization benefits are not widely confirmed, thus it

should be the treatment option for high-risk patients with

hemodynamic instability, ongoing ischemia, and LM artery

involvement. The medical approach to treating SCAD involves

using beta-blockers if there are no contraindications, considering

DAPT for a duration that ranges from 1 to 12 months (which

remains a subject of debate), prescribing statins if atherosclerosis

is present, and avoiding anticoagulants that could potentially

worsen the expansion of an intramural hematoma (the primary

cause of ischemia-induced SCAD). The overall short- and long-

term mortality rates for SCAD are generally low and

independent of the treatment strategy. Expected MACE
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prevalence is high in the SCAD population and it is reported in

up to one third of patients with TVR, recurrent SCAD and ACS

being the most frequent events. These findings could help us

derive clinical decisions on a daily basis, likely reducing

morbidity and mortality in this rare disease.
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